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Abstract 
In this note we derive estimates for the condition numbers of stiffness matrices relative to certain C’ conforming 
hierarchical bases for fourth-order elliptic boundary value problems. 
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1. Introduction 
The conjugate gradient method is known to be a very efficient solver for large linear systems 
arising from elliptic boundary value problems, provided that these systems have been suitably 
preconditioned. One way of preconditioning such stiffness matrices for second-order elliptic 
problems is based on so-called hierarchical bases associated with nested sequences of C” 
finite-element spaces (cf. [14,15]). 
The objective of this note is to study such hierarchical bases for C’ conforming finite-ele- 
ment spaces which are suitable for the numerical treatment of fourth-order problems. 
This problem has been recently addressed in [12] and, for a more general multivariate setting 
but with emphasis on nonconforming methods, in [6]. The present development could be 
regarded as complementing or continuing the discussion in [12]. In contrast to [6,14,15], the 
approach in [12] is based on techniques from the theory of approximation spaces (see, e.g., 
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[5,10,11,13]) which will be taken up here again. In particular, it allows us to show that the 
analog of the Bramble-Pasciak-Xu (BPX) preconditioner [l] for the finite-element spaces 
considered in the present paper gives rise to uniformly bounded condition numbers. 
After formulating the problem in Section 2, we describe in Section 3 a general framework for 
hierarchical bases which is suitable to cover the case of higher-order C’ conforming finite 
elements and allows us to apply the above-mentioned results from the theory of function spaces 
(see [ 1211. 
While the constructions in [12] use piecewise quadratic and cubic macro patches, the present 
investigation is to develop bases with less complicated patch structure. Specifically, we will 
consider first piecewise quintic finite elements in Section 4. A certain complication arises here 
from the fact that it is not sufficient to work with the familiar Argyris elements since, due to 
their second-order smoothness at the vertices, the corresponding finite-element spaces on 
successively refined triangulations would not be nested. Therefore, one has to work with the 
full spaces of Cl-piecewise quintics. Although compactly supported nodal bases for these 
spaces are known [9], the structure of subspaces whose elements satisfy appropriate homoge- 
neous boundary conditions is not apparent. It turns out that, in general, these subspaces are 
not spanned by subsets of the full bases. In order to apply the results in Section 3 in this 
context, we will construct first suitable nodal bases for these subspaces. 
In Section 5 we discuss a different type of refinements leading to cubic conforming finite 
elements. The fact that global Cl-continuity is achieved for elements of degree three with 
compactly supported basis functions relies on the use of certain macro-elements whose 
structure is as simple as the classical Clough-Tocher split. However, we will show that, in 
contrast to the Clough-Tocher elements, our discretizations are regularly refinable. By this we 
mean that the triangles arising from subsequent grid refinements are all similar to a finite 
number of triangles depending only on the initial partition, so that the angles of all triangles 
remain bounded away from zero. In this case the condition numbers exhibit, in contrast to the 
quintic case, the same logarithmic growth as those in [12,14] for second-order problems. Since 
moderately growing (and, for BPX-schemes, actually uniformly bounded) condition numbers 
have been realized for conforming finite elements of relatively low degree, we believe that our 
theoretical results compare with the corresponding investigations and numerical experiments of 
[6] for the RHCT element and the nonconforming Morley triangle. 
2. Problem formulation and preliminaries 
Suppose 0 c iw2 is a bounded polygonal domain, i.e., the boundary a&! of fi consists of 
straight line segments. We are interested in solving the boundary value problem 
au 
A2u =f, on 0, u=--0, 
an 
on an, (2.1) 
where A2 is the biharmonic operator and a/&z denotes the (outward) normal directional 
derivative. Of course, inhomogeneous boundary conditions of the above type could be reduced 
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to the present case, and all what will be said in the following remains valid for any fourth-order 
strongly elliptic operator L on a, i.e., as long as the energy norm 
II~IIE:=((YW*, (2.2) 
where (( * , . )) is the bilinear form induced by L, satisfies 
I/ * /I 2,2(o) = 11 ’ 11 E, (2.3) 
on H:(n). Here, 
II * II;,,(n) = II. II: + I * I;,,(q, 124 I:,,(n) = c II D”u ll;(q, 
loil=d 
and A = B will always mean that there exist constants 0 < ci, c2 < ~0 such that c,A G B G c,A 
uniformly in all parameters the expressions A and B may depend on. 
Suppose S zHt(L?) is a space of conforming finite elements of dimension N, say, defined on 
a triangulation with mesh size h. The stiffness matrix A = (( ( Bi, Bj)))c.= 1 for a typical nodal 
basis 9 = {Bj: j = 1,. . . , N} of S would give rise to condition numbers 
K(A) = ]I A I] 2 II A-‘11 2 = O(hp4), 
where I( . I( 2 denotes the spectral norm of A. It is therefore important to precondition the 
linear system 
Ay=b, 
which is to produce an approximate solution u,, = CjN= I yjBj to (2.1). This means we wish to 
transform the above system into the equivalent one 
CAy =Cb, 
where C is an appropriate (positive definite) matrix such that K(C~“AC”*) is significantly 
smaller than K(A). 
Specifically, such preconditioning may be realized through an appropriate change of bases. 
To this end, let 9” := {B,‘: j = 1,. . . , N} be another basis of S and let h4 be the matrix that 
takes the coefficients of some g E S relative to B’ into those relative to A?. Clearly the 
stiffness matrix A’ relative to 9’ is then given by 
A’ = MTAM, 
and 
C=MMT 
is a candidate. In view of (2.31, and since ((g, g)) = ATA’A for g = Cy= IhjBi E S, the estimates 
for K(A’), in turn, can be based upon the following well-known fact (see, e.g., [14]). 
Remark 2.1. Suppose there exists constants 0 < ~(58’1, r(~8’> < ~0 such that 
y(SS”) E (hj12,( 
2 
AdP; 
j=l 22 ;=I 
then K( A’) = O(T(&‘Z”)/r(9”)). 
(2.4) 
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3. Hierarchical bases 
It is well known by now that certain changes of bases do provide efficient preconditioners for 
second-order problems when the space S belongs to a nested sequence of spaces of the same 
type. An analogous more general setting which is appropriate for the present purposes may be 
described as follows. Let 9 denote a nested sequence of triangulations q of 0, i E N,, i.e., 
Ti+, is a refinement of Ti. Moreover, we will require 7 to be regular, which means that the 
minimum angle of any triangle in any T E ~7 remains bounded away from zero and that there 
exist constants 0 < cl, c2 < ~0 such that 
ci2-m < min diam T G max diam 7 G ~~2~~) 
7ET, TET, 
mENO. (3.1) 
We associate now with 7 a sequence 9’= {S,}, EN, of C’ finite-element spaces: 
S, = H:(a) n $(T,), 
where S;(T) denotes the space of all f~ Cr(0) such that f I 7 is a polynomial of degree at 
most k for every 7 E T. S, is then usually described in terms of a set A” of linear functionals 
such that the corresponding dual set 9” := (Bi”): A E Am) c S, satisfying 
A( Bb@) = a*+, A, /_l En*, (3.2) 
forms a basis for S,. In what follows Am will always consist of point evaluations and products 
of normalized directional derivatives. 9” is then commonly referred to as the corresponding 
nodal basis. 
To be more precise, we will be dealing only with functionals A E Am of the form 
A(f) := c&(Qf)(4 (3.3) 
where p is an element of a finite collection of homogeneous polynomials of degree d which 
depends only on a finite number of triangulations in 57 Here p(D) is the differential operator 
induced by p when each variable is replaced by the corresponding partial derivative and u E iR2 
stands for certain points related to the triangulation T, (such as vertices or midpoints of edges) 
where the derivative p(D)f of f is to be evaluated. Moreover, we will assume that the basis 
9” is local, i.e., 
supp Bj”‘c U {TET,: PF~~\), A cAm, (3.4) 
where 8, is a finite collection of triangles near supp A whose cardinality is bounded by a 
number neither depending on m nor on A E Am. It is well known that without any assumptions 
on the underlying triangulations the above locality of the basis can be satisfied when k 2 5. It 
will be convenient to adopt the normalization 
c, = 2”” -4 
in (3.31, so that 
11 Bi”‘I( ,(a) EZ 2-5 m E N,, A EAT. 
Using the fact that 7 is regular, it is then not hard to show that 
Ilgll;(fi)= c 2-4”lA(g)12 
AEnm 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
holds for all g E S,, uniformly in m E N,. 
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It is clear that the mapping 
(‘jg)(‘) ‘= C h(g)B~“‘(x) 
AC/i’ 
projects any S,, m >j, onto Sj. Thus setting Z_,g := 0, A-’ = @, we may write 
g= ~ (lj-Zj-l)g. 
j=O 
(3.8) 
Moreover, we will always assume that the functionals h E Ai are defined in a “compatible” 
fashion by which we mean that Ai\Ai-’ is a basis of span(Aj\Aj-‘1. Then the set {BP): A E 
A’ \Aj- ‘} is a basis of the space 
I+$= (Zj-zj_JSj. 
Since obviously 
sj=sj_i Cl+ Iq, 
the set 
zm := {By): A E Aj\Aj-‘, j = 0,. . . , m} (3.9) 
is a basis for S,, termed a hierarchical basis. Hence the coefficients in the representation 
are given by 
Yj,a=h((l,-Zj_,)g), A EA’\A’~‘, j=O,...,m. (3 JO) 
Taking the normalization (3.51, (3.7) as well as the fact that A((Zj - Zj_i)g) = 0, h E Aj-‘, into 
account, we obtain 
E c Yjf,+= E C (A((zj-zj-l)g))20 IISII,“,), 
j=O ,+sAq~I-l j=O hs~J\~l-l 
(3.11) 
where 
(??I)‘= 5 24jII(zj-zj_~)gIl~(n) 
( 
i/2 
II g II (3.12) 
j=O 
defines a norm on S,. Thus denoting by ZZ, the stiffness matrix relative to the hierarchical 
basis zm, Remark 2.1 and (3.11) yield the following remark. 
Remark 3.1. If 
Y, II g II&q G II g II;,@) G r, II g II&,, 
for all f~ S,, then K(H,) = O(T,Jy,J, m E N,. 
(3.13) 
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To derive estimates like (3.131, we follow [12] and introduce yet another 
namely, 
II g II Y,,:=inf 
it 
~24jllgjIl~(0) 
I 
l/2 
: g= Es,, gjESj, j=O,...,m . 
j=O j=O I 
norm on S,, 
(3.14) 
Moreover, let 
(A;f)(x) := 5 (k)(-I)“-‘f(x+jh) 
j=(J ’ 
7 x, h E I@, 
and define the kth-order _&-modulus of smoothness 
w,Af, 92 := sup II Ak,f II @,,,>, 
lhlzat 
where ok I :={xE~: x+jhEQ, j=O,...,k, IhI,,( The following fact can be extracted 
from the results in [12] (see also [5] for related material). 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose 9 = {Sj}j E N,,, with Sj c Hi(n) n SL(Tj), satisfies the Jackson estimates 
,‘t:Ff II f-s II 2(n) =G crrnCk+l) I f I k+1,2(fq, (3.15) 
m 
for all f E H,k”(fl>, as well as the inverse estimate 
wk+l(g, t)2<c(min{l, t2m})Pllgl12, gESm, (3.16) 
for some p > 2, where in both cases c is independent of m and f, g respectively. Moreover, suppose 
that 
r<k, 
where r is the highest order of derivatives involved in the functionals h E Am. Then 
(3.17) 
II g II Y’,m = II g II Z,@), g E s,, (3.18) 
uniformly in m E N,. 
Jackson estimates of the type (3.15) are well known to hold relative to the &-norm (see, e.g., 
[2,3]). For the present setting, and more generally for Lp-norms, (3.15) may be confirmed with 
the aid of the projections 1, following for instance the arguments in [12]. Note that condition 
(3.17) makes sure that, due to the Sobolev imbedding, the Ij are well-defined on Hk+‘<O>. 
Likewise the inverse estimate (3.16) with p = $ is essentially verified in 1121 for S, c C’(n), 
satisfying the above assumptions. 
Thus, in view of Remark 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, it remains to relate the norms II * II cmj and 
II * )I y,m to each other. 
To this end, it is convenient to decompose Am into the subsets AZ, d = 0,. . . , r, where A: 
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consists of those functionals involving dth-order derivatives. Following again [12] for Y = 1, we 
obtain for g = CyZOgi E S,, 
=:c(& +&). 
Using (3.7), we obtain 
Estimating now for A E Aid, 
we put (Ye = (1 - d), d = 1, 2,. . . , and (Y” := k, obtaining the bounds 
d = 0, 
d=l, 
l=i+ 1 
111 
22(dP l)(m -i) 2 z2c1 -dXt-i)A( g,)‘, d > 2. 
I=i+l 
(3.19) 
Substituting this into the previous bound for X2 yields 
C, <c c 
i 
c 5 2”P”h(gI)2 + c (m -i) : A(g,)2 
i=O ArA’,, I=i+l hEA’, I=i+ 1 
+ i C 22(d- IXm-0 5 2*(~-~OC~-i)~(g,)2 .
d=2 AEA; I=i+l 1 
Observe next that, in view of the definition of A’J and the normalization (3.51, when 
A = 2i(‘-d)p( 0) belongs to Aid, then h = 2'" -")p( 0) = 2('-')(' -d'A belongs to AL for any 1 > i. 
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Using this fact, summing over the larger sets AL, and taking finally the stability relation (3.7) 
into account, yields the following estimates for the above expression: 
c E E 2’-’ c A(&)” + (m-i) c h(gJ2 + i 22(d-‘Xm-i) c A(&)* 
i=o I=i+ 1 hEA: AEA’, d=2 AEA’d 
m 11-l l-l 
= c c 24’1 c 2” c 2-4’A(g,)2 -t c (m -i) c 2-4’A(gJ2 
l=l \i=O AEA: i=O AEA{ 
c 2-4’A(g,)2 
hE& 
where 
i 
r=O, 
T],(r) := k2, r=l 7 
22(r- 1)m 
7 Y > 2. 
Recalling (3.19) and taking the infimum over all representations g = Cim_Ogj, we obtain 
II g II&, 6 qrn( y) II g ll$,m, (3.20) 
where c is independent of m E &,. 
On the other hand, since one trivially has 
II g Il.& G II g II&+ 
we conclude that 
(3.21) 
II g ll.$,m G II g II&) G q&-) II g ll,2y,,,. (3.22) 
Hence, in view of Remark 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, we obtain under the above assumptions 
i 
1, r = 0, 
K(H,) <c Wz2, r=l 9 (3.23) 
22(r- I)m 
, r-22, 
where c is independent of m E lV,. Hence the condition is improved when r < 2, gaining only a 
square root for r = 2 but recovering the rate for the Co case [14] for r = 1 (the case r = 0 does 
not seem to be relevant in the present context). 
In the following sections we will discuss two particular realizations of the above setting which 
are different from those in [12]. Note that the case of C’-piecewise quintics, studied in the next 
section, also provides an example that (3.23) cannot be improved for r = 2. The sharpness of 
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(3.23) for r = 1 was already established in [12, Remark 3.11. Thus the above approach produces 
sharp asymptotic estimates for hierarchical preconditioning. 
Moreover, our approach applies to other multilevel preconditioners as well. In fact, using the 
uniform boundedness of the &-projections Qj : L,(0) -+ S,, j E l+J,, we immediately obtain 
II g II2 E IIQ,gII:(fl)+ ~z”‘llQjg-Qj-,gII~(~), gESm, 9,m - 
:= II g Il;,m, 
and, in view of Proposition 3.2, therefore, 
II g II;,*(n) = II $7 II;,,, g E s,. (3.24) 
This suggests a straightforward generalization of the Bramble-Pasciak-Xu preconditioner [l] 
to the conforming C’ finite-element methods considered in [12] and in the present paper. Note 
that, according to Remark 3.1 and (3.24), the corresponding condition numbers even remain 
uniformly bounded in the number of levels, a fact which was neither established in [7], nor in 
[15]. Details will be discussed elsewhere. 
4. C’-piecewise quintics 
Given some initial triangulation T,, of 0, we define the sequence 7 of successive refine- 
ments Ti by subdividing each 7 E Ti_, into four congruent subtriangles where the additional 
new vertices are the midpoints of the edges in TipI. Obviously, 7 is regular. 
A standard way of forming C’ conforming finite elements on triangular meshes is to use 
quintic Argyris elements. However, due to the fact that these elements give rise to C’ 
piecewise polynomials possessing second-order continuity at the vertices, the corresponding 
sequence of finite-element spaces would not be nested. Therefore one has to work with the full 
spaces S:(Tj). Thus 
In order to confirm that the above setting applies to this case, we will briefly recall next the 
construction of compactly supported bases for the spaces S, (cf. [9]). To this end, we will denote 
by yI Ej the set of vertices and edges of T., respectively. Following [9], it is convenient to 
describe first a collection of linear functionals which is total over the respective finite-element 
space. To each vertex u E r/;. we assign a pair of orthonormal vectors a, b as follows. When 
j = 0, these pairs are chosen arbitrary. For j > 0, we keep a, b from 3:.- 1 when u E “; n If._ ,. If 
u @ I/;--i, u must be, by construction, the midpoint m, of some edge e E E,_, and a is chosen to 
be parallel to e while b is the normal n, to e. Furthermore, let N, denote the set of all but one 
edges emanating from u E l$. The omitted one is chosen so that its two adjacent edges are not 
collinear. If there is no such edge, no omission is made and u is usually referred to as a singular 
vertex. Finally, C, is a fixed pair of neighbouring edges sharing u. We denote by a, the 
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(normalized) directional derivative along a, identify any edge e with the vector of its (signed) 
direction and abbreviate I?$~) = a;‘a;z, I a I = a1 + CQ. It is shown in [9] that the set 
is a dual basis for S$T,J. Moreover, the corresponding basis functions Bi”‘, A E Am, satisfying 
(3.2) have compact support 
supp Bi”’ G U (T E T, : supp A c r}, 
so that (3.4) holds. 
(4.1) 
We will describe next a basis for the subspace S, of S$T,) consisting of those C’-piecewise 
quintics whose function values and first-order derivatives vanish on the boundary aR. Let 
A m,” := {A Ek? (supp A) (7 a0 = @), (4.2) 
and let AT,,. G il^ denote the set of all functionals of degree d with support 1~). Every 
g E S:(T,) can then be written as 
g= iG2m,0A(g)@‘“‘+ i c c A(s)@"'=go+ t g,,,. 
d=O I'EV, AEN& d=O 
h) caf2 
It is clear that go E S, and that g can only belong to S, if g,,, = g,,, = 0. Thus, S, is 
completely determined as soon as we can characterize those functions of the form 
g = c c C$j\@ (4.3) 
L.EV, AE‘4’il, 
(I’) cao 
which belong to Sm. 
To this end, suppose that u is a boundary vertex and e,, . . . , e, are the edges meeting at u 
enumerated clockwise, say, so that e, and e, are boundary edges. Moreover, let rj denote the 
triangle with vertex u and edges ej, ej+i, j = 1,. . . , n - 1. Recall from [9] that g E S, c Si(T,) 
satisfies 
(“e,+,%,+$ JTl ,)W = - sy;l (ae,q+,g I,)(4 
I 
+ 
i 
sin ej+i 
sin 0, 
cos ej + cos ej+i 
1 
(a,z+,g 1 T,)W? (4.4) 
where 19, denotes the angle of rj at U. As pointed out in [9], one concludes from (4.4) that all 
second-order derivatives of Bl”) vanish at a vertex w if {w) # supp A, i.e., 
(DY3~“‘)(w)=O, w~I/m, APA;,,, d=0,1,2, (4.5) 
holds for all a E N& I a I = a, + a2 < 2. 
A first useful consequence of these facts can be formulated as follows, 
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Lemma 4.1. (i) Any g E S:(T’) of the form 
c C$?im), v E V,, {v} can, 
/+ E “t 
satisfies 
(D”g)(w)=O, aEN& IaI <2, WEV~\(U}. 
(ii) For u E V, and e E E, an edge emanating from v, let A,.,, = 2-9: I 
belongs to S,, then 
CA,.,<, = 0, for every boundary vertex v and every boundary edge e. 
(iii) Moreover, g defined by (4.6) is in S, if and only if 
(%$Qg)(v) = 0 = (%__,%,~g)(v)* 
Proof. As for (i), (4.7) follows directly from (4.5). 
1’ . Zf g defined by (4.3) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
To prove (ii), let again v be a boundary vertex and let ei, j = 1,. . . , ~1, denote as above the 
edges emanating from U. Note that for g E S, one must have (ai,g) I e, = 0, 1 = 0, 1, 2,. . . . But 
by biorthogonality (3.21, one has ($g)(v) = 2”cA, , where A,.,,, = 2-V:, I c, which confirms (ii). 
We are now ready to prove (iii). If g E S,, the% (a,,g) 1 eI = 0, (a, 
(4.9). 
n _,g> I e, = 0, which implies 
To prove the converse, let w be the other vertex of e,. If A EA’;~~,, we conclude that 
(a,zg)(v) = 0. By (4.7) we have (D”g)(w) = 0, I a I G 2. By (4.8) and since A E A;,,., we have 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
g(u) = (a:,g)w = (4f,.&)~ 
so that, by uniqueness of Hermite interpolation, g vanishes on e,. Since therefore 
@/an,,)Bim)(m,,) = 0, A E AT,,., we infer from (4.9) and (4.7) that the quartic polynomial 
p := (ae2g> I e, satisfies 
p(v) =P(w> =p(m,,) = &p)(v) = &P)(W) = 0, 
and hence vanishes on e,. The same reasoning applies to e,, which confirms that g E S,, 
proving (iii). 0 
An important consequence of these observations is that the elements of S, can still be 
composed from local functions in S,. 
Lemma 4.2. If g given by (4.3) belongs to S,, then each term 
c CJ~), u E v,, {ZI} c an, 
A E q, 
of the form (4.6) separately belongs to S,. 
Proof. Restricting g, defined by (4.31, to the triangle with boundary vertex e,, g takes the form 
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By Lemma 4.1 (equation (4.711, (%,aCzg,,,)(u) = 0. Hence Lemma 4.lCiii) yields 
0 = (%_,%$)(~) = (%,%*g&+ 
Again Lemma 4.1 ensures now that g, E S,, which completes the proof. q 
To further study functions of the form (4.6), let us rewrite (4.4) as 
(‘e,‘e,+,g IT,)(‘) = uj+l(ae,+,ae,+zg I ,+I)(‘) + bj+I(‘t+,g I Tj)(")7 (4.11) 
where the form of the coefficients aj, bj is easily derived from (4.4). Iterating (4.11) and 
eliminating the cross derivatives shows that, when u is a boundary vertex as above, g E Si(7”) 
must satisfy 
n-l 
where 
a := a2 . . . a,_,, d,,, := 2”‘a2 -. . al_,bl, 
and where, as before, 
A c,e := 2-ma:IU, 
for any edge e emanating from U. 
In the following we will assume without loss of generality that 
C,. = {e, , 4.
As an immediate consequence of (4.9, Lemma 4.1, and biorthogonality 
following fact. 
Lemma 4.3. If (4.14) holds, then g, defined by (4.31, can only belong 
A = 2-mae,aeZ I c. 
Thus, combining Lemma 4.l(iii) and (4.12) yields the following lemma. 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(3.2) we record the 
to S, if cA = 0 for 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose (4.14) holds and let g be defined by (4.6). Then g E S, if and only if 
n-1 
c 4,e,&qw = 07 (4.15) 
1=2 
where the coefficients d,,, are defined by (4.13). 
Observe next that 
bj+l = 
i 
sin 8,+r 
sin ej 
cos e,+cos 0,+, =0, iff ej+ej+r=T. 
I 
(4.16) 
We will call an edge ej emanating from u singular if 0, + e,+r = r. Thus, we immediately infer 
from (4.13) that 
d,,, = 0, if and only if e is singular. (4.17) 
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Let us denote now by E,, SE,, NE, := E,.\SE, the set of interior edges, interior singular 
edges, interior nonsingular edges emanating from u, respectively. Combining Lemma 4.3, 
Lemma 4.4 and (4.17) establishes, on account of biorthogonality (3.2), the following fact. 
Lemma 4.5. Let A E A?,,. Then Bi”” E S, if and only if A = A.,,, where e E SE, is a singular 
edge. 
In view of Lemmas 4.1-4.5, it remains now to characterize those elements in Si(T,) which 
have the form 
g = c c,Bim) 
eENE,, I”’ 
(4.18) 
and belong to S,. 
On account of (4.15) and (3.2), g, defined by (4.181, is contained in S, if and only if 
Cd O,eC, = 0. (4.19) 
e E NE,. 
Of course, nontrivial solutions to (4.19) can only exist when #NE, > 1, in which case there are 
#NE, - 1 linearly independent solutions 
~(“7~) = (~2,‘): e E NEu), I= 1,. . . , #NE, - 1, 
to (4.19), which we may assume to be orthonormalized, i.e., 
c e e c(~‘$Y(“~~) = a,,, 1, j = 1,. . . , #NE, - 1. 
t?ENE, 
Defining 
@y’ := ‘7 C e ,,< 1. 
c’“~[‘B~~‘, A, I := c cb”v”h L’,e ) I= l,..., #NE, - 1, 
eENE, e E NE,. 
one readily verifies that 
hJB~)=O, A~a\{h”,,: eENEU}, I=1 ,..., #NE,-1, 
and 
A”,,(B!,;)) = i3,,j, 1, j = l,..., #NE,. 
These observations may be summarized as follows. 
Theorem 4.4. The collection 
{ Bl”): A E Am,‘) u { Bi”): A = 2-V: I v, u E V,, {u) c ati, e E SE,} 
u {B$‘: u E V,, {LJ) cdR, I= l,.. . ,#NE,, - I} 
forms a basis for S,. Its dual basis is given by 
fp := ,,,o u {A = 2-maz 1 Li: v E V, CT MI, e a singular edge at v} 
U(A,,,: v~V,ndR,l=l,..., #NE/l}. 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
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Moreover, the functionals in Am and hence in Am are compatible in the sense of Section 3. 
Since Y = 2 and k = 5, (3.17) is valid and all the assumptions of the previous section are 
satisfied. Hence we conclude from (3.23) that 
K(H,) = 0(22m), I’?‘2 E N,, (4.23) 
which behaves like the square root of the condition numbers for the nodal bases. 
Note that the asymptotic bound (4.23) cannot be improved. To see this, consider first an 
arbitrary basis function B, E S,, i.e., h E A’. By definition of the norms introduced in Section 3 
and in view of (3.241, we have 
II B, II&,, z II B, II;,, = II B, II; = II B, ll~m?m,,  65 No, 
which confirms that the lower estimate (3.22) is asymptotically correct. 
To show the asymptotic sharpness of the upper estimate in (3.221, we proceed as follows. Fix 
any interior vertex u E V, and an edge e E E, connecting u and some other vertex w. Let us 
assume for simplicity that the sets Ai, j 2 2, contain all the functionals A,+ := 2-j# I u, 
u E {u, w, ui: i = 3,. . . , j} where ui := +<u + ui_r), i = 3, 4,. . . , and u2 := w. Setting 
gin := c 22jB/ ) m a 2, 1.1 
j=2 
(3.6) and (3.14) yield 
II g, II $,, <c 2 24i=~24m, m 22. 
j=2 
On the other hand, calculating the functions By,!, along e, one can check that 
I(a,dg,)<2QI ~c2(~-l)~, i<m, d=O, 1, 
(a&&+) G -23i, i Gm, (a;g,)(u) z 23m. 
Next we deduce from (4.25) that 
(afri_lg,)(ui) z -23m, 2 <i <m, m + 03. 
Finally, we obtain, upon using (3.6) again, 
II g, II&, > 5 24i II lig, -li-,g, Ili(n) 
i=3 
2 C 2 (2-‘(($g,)(ui) - (atY1i-lgm)(ui)))2 
i=3 
> c 2 2-2i26m > c26m. 
i=3 
Thus, recalling (4.241, we arrive at 
II g, II&,, < ~2-*~ II g, II&,, m + a3 
which, in view of (3.22), proves our claim. 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
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5. C’-piecewise cubits 
In [12] nested sequences of C’-piecewise quadratic and cubic finite-element spaces are 
considered which involve, however, relatively complex macro-elements. In this section we will 
construct C’-piecewise cubic finite-element spaces on relatively simple triangulations but 
retaining the same favorable growth rates for the condition numbers. 
We will start with an initial partition P, of the domain R whose cells are either triangles or 
convex quadrilaterals as shown in Fig. 5.1(a). Clearly such partitions enjoy the same flexibility 
as triangulations (which are special cases>. Subdividing now each triangle r in P, into three 
subtriangles whose common vertex is the barycenter of T, and decomposing each quadrilateral 
9 in P, into four subtriangles whose common vertex is the intersection of the two diagonals of 
4, as indicated in Fig. 5.1(b), yields a triangulation T, of the domain R. 
Our initial finite-element space will be 
s, := $(T,) n H;(0). 
To characterize S, in terms of a dual basis, let T(r) and T(q) denote the above barycentric 
subdivision of the triangle r and the triangulation of the quadrilateral 4 induced by diagonals, 
respectively. Clearly, T(r) is the classical Clough-Tocher split of r, and S$T(r)) consists of all 
continuously differentiable piecewise cubits on the barycentric subdivision T(-r) of the triangle 
7. It is well known that dim S$T(r)) = 12 and that every element of S:(T(r)) is uniquely 
determined by its function values and first-order derivatives at the vertices of T and by the 
first-order normal derivative at the midpoint of each edge of 7. 
The structure of S$T(q)) is perhaps less familiar, so that it should be worthwhile quickly 
deriving the following relevant facts. 
Proposition 5.1. Euery element of Si(T(q)) is uniquely determined by its function values and 
first-order derivatives at the vertices of q and by its normal derivatives at the midpoints m, of the 
edges e of the quadrilateral q, so that 
dim S:(T(q)) = 16. (5.1) 
Proof. Let vi,..., v4 denote the vertices of the convex quadrilateral q, i.e., q = [vl,. . . , u,], 
where [A] will always denote the closed convex hull of a given set A. Furthermore, let v0 
Fig. 5.1. 
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Fig. 5.2. 
denote the intersection of the two diagonals [ul, uJ, [uZ, UJ of 4. Thus T(q) consists of the 
four triangles 
Ti’= [Ug, Ui, Ui+l], i=1,.,.,4, 05 := ur, 
i.e., we will always count mod 4. To describe the macro-elements in S:(T(q)), we will employ a 
suitable version of the Bernstein-Bezier representation of polynomials. The role of the 
corresponding coefficients is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. To be specific, the restriction gi := g 1 7i of 
some g E S$T(q)) has a unique representation of the form 
g,(x) = &lG + bi,iG + bi+l,~+lU3+1 
+3 C (b,,~u?u, + ‘/c,,~,‘:) + 6ci,i+luOuiui+l~ (5 *2) 
l&E{!_& i+l) 
where (uO, ui, u~+~) are the barycentric coordinates of x relative to the triangle TV. The 
arrangement of coefficients reflected by Fig. 5.2 makes already use of the familiar fact that the 
continuity of the pieces gi, g,+r across the common edge [uO, ui+ 1] entails that both BCzier 
representations involve the same coefficients bo,o, b, i+l, bi+I,o, bi+l i+l. One easily verifies that 
g(‘i) = ‘i,i7 (a,,,*,-,,g)(u,) = 3(&I -&,A 
(a~QO-u,jS)(u,) =3(bi,o-bj,i)Y i= 19***,4* 
(5.3) 
Thus, when 
ug = tu, + (1 - t)+ = su* + (1 - S)Ud, (5 *4) 
one derives from (5.3) and (5.4) that 
b,,o = Sb,,, + (1 - +,,0 b,,, = Sb,,, + (1 - S)b,,,Y 
b,,ll = %,, + (1 - t)b,,,, &,ll = 6.1 + (1 - t)b,,,. 
(5.5) 
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Hence, prescribing function values and gradients at the vertices ui, i = 1,. . . ,4, uniquely 
determines the coefficients 
‘i,l, bi,i+lT bi+L,i, bi,Oy i=l 4. ,.**, 
Moreover, it is well known (see, e.g., [8]) that fixing in addition the normal derivatives of g at 
the midpoint of the edge [ ui, ui+ 1] uniquely determines ci i+l. 
To complete the proof, it remains to show that the remaining coefficients bo,o, bo,i, 
i=l ,.*., 4, of any continuous piecewise cubic g on T(q) that matches given function values 
and gradients at the vertices of q are uniquely determined by requiring that the cubic patches 
g, are continuously differentiable across the diagonals of q. To this end, the well-known 
C’-conditions for Bezier representations (cf. [8]) imply that 
b”,, = sc1,2 + (1 - +4,1> &I 3 = “2.3 , + (1 - sk3.4, 
h&2 = tc1,2 + (1 - +2,37 h,4 = tc4,1 + (1 - e3.47 
while finally bo,o has to satisfy the two conditions 
%,2 + (1 - aI, = b”,, = tb,,, + (1 - w,3* 
Substituting the expressions (5.6) and (5.7) for the bo,i readily confirms that indeed 
Sb*,2 + (1 - +%,4 = %,I + (1 - fPO,3~ 
so that b,,, is uniquely determined by (5.81, which finishes the proof. q 
(5 *6) 
(5 J) 
(5.8) 
An immediate consequence of Proposition 5.1 is that, given any two quadrilaterals q,, q2 in 
PO with common edge e = [ul, u2] and any functions fi E S$T(qi)), i = 1, 2, such that 
(D”fJ(u’) = Wf,)(U’), j = 1, 2, I Ly I = a1 + a2 G 1, ((d/an,>f,)(m.> = ((~/~n,)f2)(m,), the 
piecewise cubic f on q1 u q2 defined by f 1 4, = f,, i = 1, 2, necessarily belongs to S:(T(q,) U 
T(q,)). In fact, the quadratics (a/&z,)fr, (a/&z,>f2 agree by construction at the end points of e 
and at m,, so that they coincide on e. Completely analogous statements hold for neighboring 
triangles rr, r2 or for a triangle T which shares an edge with a neighboring quadrilateral q. 
Hence every element in (the global space) S:(T,) or in the subspace S, can be composed 
from the macro-patches in S$T(q)) and Si(T(r)), q, T E P,. More precisely, denoting by V,,, 
Fig. 5.3. 
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E, the interior vertices and edges of P,, associating with each u E V, a pair of orthonormal 
vectors a”, b”, and defining 
the corresponding functions III’) E So, A E A’, satisfying 
A(B,o) = &#L) A, p En07 
form a basis of So. Clearly, the support of B: is contained in the union of quadrilaterals or 
triangles in PO which contain the support of h. 
The following construction of a nested sequence of refined triangulations q which will give 
rise to the spaces S, in an analogous fashion involves two stages at each step. First we have to 
refine the initial partition PO into a partition P, which involves only quadrilaterals as follows. 
For any triangle r E PO choose again its barycenter b and the midpoints of the edges as new 
vertices to obtain three quadrilaterals with common vertex b as shown in Fig. 5.3(a). For any 
quadrilateral q take again the midpoints of its edges as well as the intersection w of its 
diagonals as new vertices yielding four quadrilaterals sharing w as a common vertex (see Fig. 
5.3(a)). The triangulation T, is now obtained by splitting each quadrilateral in P, into four 
triangles using its diagonals as described above (see Fig. 5.3(b)). By construction, TI is a 
refinement of To. This procedure may now be iterated. Using midpoints of edges and 
intersections of diagonals of the quadrilaterals in Pi, we form a new partition Pj+l of J2 
consisting again only of convex quadrilaterals. Using the diagonals in these quadrilaterals yields 
the triangulation Tj+ 1 which is, of course, a refinement of q.. 
Proposition 5.2. The sequence 7 of triangulations constructed above is regular. 
Proof. We will show that the quadrilaterals in P, are either parallelograms or geometrically 
similar to quadrilaterals in P,. This would imply that in all subsequent subdivisions only 
quadrilaterals occur which are similar to quadrilaterals in P, or P,. Obviously, the assertion of 
Proposition 5.2 would follow from this fact. 
To prove the above claim, let q = [u,, . . . , u4] E PO and let u0 denote again the intersection of 
the diagonals [u,, us], [uz, uJ. To construct the quadrilaterals in P,, we need the midpoints 
m; := ;( ui + ui+ I), i = 1,. . . ) 4, counting mod 4 (see Fig. 5.4). Therefore we have the following 
triples of parallel segments: 
[m,, %I 11 b1, %I 11 bv ?I (5.10) 
and 
I?? m,] II[uz, Q$] ll[% f%]+ (5.11) 
The next generation of quadrilaterals in Pz involves the intersections of diagonals 
{UJ = 1% uol r-7 [m,, ml 7 {%I = bJD uol fl h 4, 
b3J = b3, uol fl [h 4, b4 = [u4, uol n [% m41. 
Again, since the mi are midpoints of edges of 4, (5.10) and (5.11) imply that 
ui=;(uj+uo), i=l,..., 4. (5.12) 
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“3 
Fig. 5.4. 
Now consider the quadrilateral qI = [u,, m,, uO, m41 E P, and let 
Y, = t<+ + m,), Y, = +(m, + U”)7 Y3 = 3(U” + m4), Y, = 3(m4 + UJ 
be the midpoints of its edges. By (5.12) one has 
[u 17 Y21 II [Yl, %I 3 [Yl, %I 11 bb Y*l- (5.13) 
Hence the quadrilateral [y,, m,, y2, ul] E P, is a parallelogram. Likewise, one concludes that 
[Y4, ur, y,, m4] is a parallelogram, which, in turn, implies that the remaining two quadrilaterals 
in q1 are similar to 4r. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.2. 0 
The definition of the spaces S, is now straightforward. Let V,, E, denote the set of interior 
vertices and edges of P,, respectively. As on level 0, we associate with each u E V, a pair of 
orthonormal vectors a”, b”‘. When m > 0 and u E V,_ ,, we retain a“ and b“ from the previous 
level. When u E V, \ V,_ 1, i.e., u is the midpoint m, of some edge e E E,_ 1, we put uc = n, 
and b” parallel to e. Thus defining in analogy to (5.91, 
the corresponding functions Bi”‘, h E A”‘, satisfying 
h(BF)) =sI\,+, A, /..& EA”, 
form a basis of 
S, := S&Q nHH,2(0). 
Moreover, 
supp Bi”‘C u {4 EP,: SUPP A GS}, 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
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so that (3.4) is fulfilled. Again the functionals A E Am are compatible in the sense of Section 3. 
Here we have Y = 1 and k = 3 so that (3.17) holds and all assumptions of Section 3 are satisfied. 
Hence (3.23) yields 
K(H,)=O(m*), mENo. (5.16) 
For efficient ways of generating the hierarchical stiffness matrices from the nodal ones, we 
refer to the corresponding discussions in [4,12,14] which essentially apply as well to the cases 
considered here. 
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